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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

Frozen Extragenic Stomach 
 

What? 

A Frozen E-Stomach happens when the e-stomach villi stop initializing and 

personalizing universal energies effectively. Instead, the separation accomplished for 

this critical action by the HES  has become sluggish and the villi brittle.  

 

Why? 

All four aspects are impacted by this issue as well as either the Template, Elimination or 

both Systems. The causative issue has to do with fundamental beliefs about how things 

work and how life is organized. Over time, lack of acceptance of Divine love at a deep 

level caused by the way they are nurtured or not in their early life freezes the e-

stomach. Being so out of alignment as to not accept, allow or attract Divine nourishment 

is the basic struggle in their life. Several things can contribute to this:     

1. Loss of the involvement of one or more aspects in the daily life. 

2. Loss of conscious awareness that they are loved. 

3. Not feeling deserving or able to open up to being nurtured by universal Source. 

4. Loss of the sense of being cherished by Divine love. Unaware of the reason why 

they can’t attract or experience love in their life.  

 

How? 

The healing occurs when the shift of allowance/acceptance of the Divine moves to 

support. Saying “yes” to the care and nurturing of and by Divine providence, allowing 

the leap of faith that must occur when the universal Source energies are “owned” at the 

e-stomach.  
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Why? 

The process is that universal Source energies are reaching out and willingly fueling and 

feeding the structure. They are separated out from the individuated energies in the e-

stomach by the three internal sections (of the e-stomach) devoted to function, purpose 

and wisdom. This is where the universal energy is personalized and initialized through 

the grinding mechanism of the e-stomach.  

 

It is up to the structure to accept what the Source has to offer. Other issues and the 

need for clearing especially of the Elimination System may be covering this piece and 

need to be addressed first. So, do not be surprised if it rises up after a Rebuild or 

Clearing of the Elimination System or even after compatible work with the Template, 

such as the Template Wound or the Template Clearing.  

 

It may be important to explain how this the freezing occurs. Understanding that this is 

an anatomical issue takes some of the religious charge off of being with the spirit which 

is what must open up and accept the healing. Frozen e-stomach represents a spiritual 

disconnect that is very literally about accepting the bounty of the cosmos and how this 

can belong to them. 

 

Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

Frozen Extragenic Stomach 
 

1. Applying the Edge, with permission, determine the need for this procedure. 

2. Discuss the acceptance and need to receive the supportive energies of the 

Source.  

3. Determine which of the 4 Aspects is most involved in Freezing the E-Stomach. 

4. AS you discuss bring in Clarity and monitor the client’s awareness of the issue 

until you get to 100%. 
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5. Look at the issue of the Frozen E-Stomach and how it has shown up in life by 

determining what about being loved by the Divine the client does not let in, allow, 

anticipate, or expect.  

6. Take a deep breath and sit with them as a sacred witness while you both sit in 

contemplation of Divine love. Watch their response and observe the sadness and 

fear as they well up; stay with them as their pain evaporates into a more 

spacious experience and their structure expands.  

7. Determine their resistance- notice their personal leap of faith—what they require 

or need to receive Divine love. Bring in Source Light to support this leap. 

8. Continue to sit as a sacred witness while they are with these questions- discuss 

as needed: 

a. What don’t you get about being loved by the Divine? 

b. What is the leap of faith you require to receive love from the Divine? 

c. How do you need to be fed, held, cared for or received to feel the Divine? 

9. As the structure begins to release, bring in one at a time: UL&L, Organ Vitality of 

the E-Stomach. Bring in Acceptance to accept the involvement of the Divine 

expression through the 4 Aspects to support everyday life and initialize the 

energies inside of the e-stomach.  

10. Expand the Template (3 times). After allowing a complete expansion of the 

Template bring in Organ Vitality of the E-Stomach Villi. Follow a relaxing of the e-

stomach villi. 

11. Harmonizing the Template and Harmonizing the Elimination System. 

12. IBWSIB 
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